Meet Dell APEX Cloud Platforms

Dell APEX Cloud Platforms are a family of fully integrated turnkey infrastructure solutions designed to seamlessly extend cloud and Kubernetes operating environments on-premises.


Choice: Extend and optimize your choice of cloud or Kubernetes ecosystems on-premises while accelerating productivity with familiar operational and developer experiences.

Consistency: Achieve operational excellence with extensive and unique automation, allowing you to extend data and applications across multicloud environments.

Control: Enforce consistent cloud governance and compliance on-premises while optimizing workload placement.

Common Building Blocks

Automated M&O
Cooked
Enterprise SDS

Empowers You To

Simplify Multicloud Deployment
Deliver consistent integrated operations regardless of location or ecosystem.

Accelerate Application Delivery
Boost DevOps agility and developer productivity with extensive automation and a universal storage layer across locations.

Optimize Workload Placement
Address performance, governance, and cost requirements precisely with seamless workload mobility.

Dell APEX Cloud Platforms
Built for your multicloud future

Dell.com/APEX-Cloud-Platforms

The rapid expansion of distributed IT environments has led to multicloud complexity and inconsistent operational experiences. Now you can seamlessly connect your private and public clouds regardless of location and ecosystem.

86% of organizations have a multicloud strategy.